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ADARA Networks Announces Full Production SDN
Deployment in Tech Data's Solutions Center
SAN JOSE, CA, Jul 25, 2012 (MARKETWIRE via COMTEX) -- ADARA Networks, provider
of the most advanced commercially available Software Defined Networking (SDN) and
cloud computing platforms, today announced the deployment of its production-level
SDN systems within Tech Data's Solutions Center. The Tech Data Solutions Center is
one of the largest in the nation and is the premier facility used by Tech Data to
demonstrate production quality, emerging technologies and commercial solutions
products to its value-added reseller (VAR) network and enterprise customers
nationwide.

FEATURED WHITEPAPERS
Choosing A Managed Hosting
Provider
Choosing a managed hosting provider is a
critical decision for most companies. From
small to medium-sized organizations up to
the largest enterprise, putting IT
infrastructure (or critical pieces of it) into
the hands of someone else is a decision that requires extensive
due diligence and investigation.

How to Execute a Successful
Cloud Strategy
Cloud computing, by its very nature,
mandates that an IT group relinquish a
certain degree of control, which is an
uncomfortable and unnatural act for an IT
department.

Leveraging Your Hosting Provider to Achieve
Compliance
This whitepaper showcases how a hosting

ADARA's Full Stack

provider can assist companies in

Engine and SDN
Solution will be

achieving regulatory compliance. It also

featured in the
Solutions Center, to
better empower Tech

provides a methodology for evaluating
different hosting providers to determine
which ones are capable of supporting and simplifying the
compliance process.

Data's VARs and
enterprise customers
to understand and
fully utilize the
capabilities of SDN
technology. The
ADARA solution was
unveiled during the
Tech Data Healthcare
IT Solutions Pavilion
open house on July 13, 2012, in which ADARA was one of a select group of Tech Data
vendors showcasing solutions. This event was attended by over 350 of Tech Data's
national sales force, which represents Tech Data to its channel of over 60,000 resellers
in the U.S.
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FEATURED RESOURCES
Colocation
A solid data environment for solid peaceof-mind. With 13 geographically-diverse
Network Operations Centers (NOCs),
ViaWest provides a foundation that's safe,
secure and incredibly reliable.

The ADARA Full Stack Engine deployed within the Tech Data Solutions Center is set up
to demonstrate ADARA novel virtualization, coupled with Affirmative Service

Centershift, Inc.

Guarantees. Tech Data and ADARA are now able to exclusively provide VARs and
customers with the premier SDN solution in the world today. The Tech Data Solutions

management skills and scalable storage

Center demonstration delivers quantifiable proof, in real time, of the improvement in
traffic speed, elimination of latency and the power to dynamic unlimited customized
computing and networking.

the marketplace.

ViaWest's database experience, project
help a growing SaaS provider flourish in

FamilySearch

ADARA is demonstrating ADARA SDN, which includes a 1000 percent improvement

ViaWest supports the innovation and

over vSwitching from other SDN providers. ADARA's deployment will also exhibit
affirmative service guarantees; traffic improvement of 120 times up to 900 times, with
a minimum of 150 percent over the most optimal conditions, which is essential to

growth of a genealogical research
trailblazer.

enabling production level quality SDN performance. ADARA SDN also features ADARA's
Full Stack Engine Controller, and Network and Compute Virtualization which allows
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enterprises and service providers to define behavior and set a minimum level of
performance for essential network transactions. This is a benefit of SDN and network
virtualization that ADARA will showcase within the deployment, and can be replicated
at enterprises and service providers, no matter how large or dispersed the network is.
As enterprise and service provider interest around SDN and its ability to transform
network management and optimization increases, easily accessible example production
environments are crucial to education and adoption. With ADARA's deployment in the
Tech Data Solutions Center, the Company is clarifying misconceptions behind SDN
while showcasing its abilities to immediately better manage traffic flow and utilize
unused resources in a real-world environment.
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viawest_inc
viawest_inc Do you have a disaster recovery plan? If you
don't here's what makes a DR plan solid. @drjournal
ow.ly/bK3R3
19 hours ago · reply · retweet · favorite

viawest_inc See you at tonight's @ColoradoRapids game at
7:00pm vs Seattle
yesterday · reply · retweet · favorite

The market interest in ADARA's SDN solutions continues to grow following its recent
announcement of widespread commercial shipments and distributions of its softwareonly SDN platform to the U.S.

viawest_inc @ca_itconnection Totally agree! Our true value
is our people - cutting edge tech is useless without a solid
investment in the human element.
2 days ago · reply · retweet · favorite

commercial market via ADARA and Tech Data's nationwide network of VARs.
"The addition of ADARA's software-defined networking solutions to Tech Data's
Solutions Center provides another resource for our healthcare IT resellers looking to
keep up with the latest technologies in this evolving space," said Pete Peterson, senior
vice president, U.S. Sales, at Tech Data. "We are pleased to offer ADARA's technology
to help our VARs and their end-user customers better understand the rapidly
developing SDN technology landscape." Tech Data's Solutions Center is a 6,000square-foot facility that currently houses hardware and software from leading
technology companies like HP, Cisco, Symantec and Apple. The demonstration lab has
around $6 million worth of hardware and software products from 150 technology
vendors. In addition to demonstrating the use of new technologies for customers,
VARs can train their own sales people by allowing them to see the products firsthand.
Currently, Tech Data is one of the world's largest wholesale distributors of IT products,
with fiscal 2012 sales in excess of $26.5 billion to more than 125,000 technology
resellers in over 100 countries.
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FEATURED WEBCASTS & VIDEOS
Cloud With Confidence: How To Execute a
Successful Cloud Strategy
Cloud experts from NetApp, VMware and ViaWest discuss both
the business and technical aspects of cloud and how it is
changing the face of our industry. Learn how your IT team can
avoid common pitfalls and get the most from your company's
investment in the cloud.

ViaWest's Virtual Data Center Tour
Take a virtual tour of ViaWest's data centers. Join ViaWest's VP
of Sales Engineering, Brady Ranum, as he walks you through

"The deployment of ADARA's Full Stack Engine within the Tech Data Solutions Center
enables us to jointly showcase and demonstrate the power of SDN to anyone looking
to better manage and deploy their current and future network resources," said Eric
Johnson, Chairman and CEO of ADARA. "The ability to see what SDN can truly
accomplish in a real-world production environment will allow enterprises and service

our data centers exploring topics such as security, customer

providers to quickly take the logical next step towards a virtualized data center with
confidence." About ADARA Networks: ADARA has solidified its position as an industry
visionary by empowering clients to fully leverage the potential of their networks,
services and systems with timeless solutions designed to connect, enhance and
facilitate interactivity that brings greater productivity. Built on a foundation of superior

Watch one minute of video celebrating one year of work. In

performance and reliability, ADARA delivers the industry's most advanced platforms for
Information Technology. Secure and easily implemented, ADARA solutions enable
services to communicate across multiple platforms in real time, enhancing network
performance and productivity for our customers and partners, ultimately driving sales
and growth. For more information, please visit: http://www.adaranetworks.com
Contact information: Ciri Haugh SHIFT Communications for ADARA Networks (617)
779-1856 Email Contact SOURCE: ADARA Networks
http://www2.marketwire.com/mw/emailprcntct id=CED8B11641BA7B75
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support, managed services, network, power, and cooling. It's
almost as impressive as being there in person!

Synergy Park Timelapse Construction Video
2011 ViaWest opened its 22nd data center, Synergy Park, an
85,000 sq. ft. data center located in the heart of Dallas, Texas.
We built this unique data center around you - the customer.
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